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Example of fracture



Classification of fracture processes:

Deformation behavior of 
materials

elastic

Linear-elastic  
fracture

mechanics

plastic

Elastic-plastic 
fracture
fracture

mechanics

Viscoelastic/
viscoplastic

creep fracture
mechanics

Cited from Meinhard Kuna, Finite Elements in Fracture Mechanics-Theory - Numerics - Applications, Springer, 2013.



Classification of fracture processes: conti.

Failure behavior of materials

brittle

cleavage fracture
rupture

ductile

dimple fracture
shear fracture

creep

creep fracture
normal/shear fracture

Cited from Meinhard Kuna, Finite Elements in Fracture Mechanics-Theory - Numerics - Applications, Springer, 2013.



Classification of fracture processes: conti.

Type of loading

static

forced rupture

dynamic

fast fracture

cyclic

fatigue fracture

chemical

stress corrosion 
cracking, 

fatigue corrosion 
cracking

Cited from Meinhard Kuna, Finite Elements in Fracture Mechanics-Theory - Numerics - Applications, Springer, 2013.



Macroscopic Fracture Modes

Characteristic Mode

Strain to fracture Ductile Brittle

Crystallographic 
mode

Shear Cleavage 
(Normal stress)

Appearance Fibrous and gray Granular and bright

Crack propagation Along grain 
boundaries

Through grains



Ductile and brittle fractures



Ductile and brittle fractures

A. Very ductile (rupture): 
soft metals, such as, Pb 
and Au at room 
temperature.

B. Moderately ductile:

C. Brittle: ceramics 



Examples of ductile and brittle fractures

• Ductile failure:
--one piece
--large deformation

Figures from V.J. Colangelo and F.A. 
Heiser, Analysis of Metallurgical Failures
(2nd ed.), Fig. 4.1(a) and (b), p. 66  John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1987.  Used with 
permission.

• Brittle failure:
--many pieces
--small deformation



Stages of ductile fracture

1. The first formed 
micro-cracks and 
cavities grow large 
and finally join 
together to form a 
crack in the centre of 
the necked portion. 

2. The cavity then 
spread in direction 
inclined at 45° to 
the tensile axis. 

cup and cone appearance



Cup and cone fracture

The size of the cup depends on the
relative shear and cleavage strength
values.

Metals with high yield strength give a
smaller cup. The fracture faces are
dull, irregular fibrous in appearance.



Macroscopic features of brittle fracture

 Flat fracture face
 Little/No necking
 “Crystallized” fracture surface



Macroscopic features of brittle fracture: conti.



Microscopic features of brittle fracture:

A. Transgranular fracture: 
Fracture cracks pass through
grains. Fracture surface have 
faceted texture because
of different orientation of 
cleavage planes in grains.

B. Intergranular fracture: Fracture crack 
propagation is
along grain boundaries (grain boundaries are
weakened or embrittled by impurities 
segregation etc.)



Brittle fracture: Cleavage plane

Cleavage fracture occur on certain crystallographic planes (cleavage planes).

Cleavage occurs when the normal stress         across the cleavage plane reaches a 
critical value         .
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Measurement of toughness: tension test

In a tension test, the energy per volume to cause failure is the area under the stress-
strain curve and it is called toughness.
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Impact test

In Charpy test, the energy absorbed in the fracture is measured by recording how 
high the pendulum swings after the bar breaks.

Izod test



Measurement of impact energy

The sum of the energy of plastic deformation

)( 10 hhmgE f −=

The Charpy energy

)( 10 hhmgCV −≈

The strain rate in a Charpy test

02ghv =

smv /5.4=
For a difference in height of 1m 

and the average deformation 
length of 5mm

1310 −≈= s
L
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Fracture surface

Gray cast iron

4140 steel 

4140 steel 

MPau 1550=σ

MPau 950=σ



Typical instrumented Charpy impact 
test (ICIT) curve

Type I:   fully brittle fracture

Type II : mixed (brittle + ductile)  
fracture

Type III: fully ductile fracture



Charpy V-notch (CVN) impact energy vs. temperature

A ductile–brittle transition temperature (DBTT) is assigned to the curve at 
20.4 J absorbed energy as a reference temperature defining the transition of 
fracture mode.

I II III



Effect of C content on impact energy



Ductile-brittle Transition temperature between fcc and bcc

•  Ductile-to-Brittle Transition Temperature (DBTT)...

BCC metals (e.g., iron at T < 914°C)

Im
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ct
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Temperature

High strength materials (σy > E/150)

polymers     

More DuctileBrittle

Ductile-to-brittle 
transition temperature

FCC metals (e.g., Cu, Ni)

Adapted from Fig. 8.15, 
Callister 7e.
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